Feedback from the
Himalayan Sensation Homeopathic Seminar, 2010

Rebecca welcoming participants on first day

Dr. Dinesh Chauhan at Lecture Hall

Dinesh with Jenni Tree, Evlene and Kattie on Drs. Dinesh and Urvi Chauhan at Meditation hall
his left and Peter on his right at lobby
at Swamijee Ashram.

Singing concert by Girls from the Blind School; Rebecca and team singing Bhajan on Day 1; Folk Dance by locals on Day one

Musicians from Musical concert

Urvi Chauhan Dancing with participants
in music concert.

Participants singing Bhajans on Music
concert night.

Kerry Larkman (Australia)
It is wonderful to be here, my first trip to Kullu. The mountains, special magic.
Nothing to complain about the venue. Dinesh and Jayesh inspired me. I am going
home to Oz open. Rebecca has done a brilliant job to help us to get here.
Martin Zingg. (Switzerland)
Just one of the very best seminars I have ever attended. This overall statement
includes from the very first contact with the beautiful website, organization in
general, warm welcome, accommodation and of course the fabulous teachers.
Really inspiring and enriching experience. Thank you very much.
Joanne Greenland (Australia)
The seminar has been an absolute wonder – delightful in all realms. As a participant
I have felt included, I have learnt a great deal and I have managed to fill every
waking moment with optional extras – chanting, yoga, and meditation. Most
importantly each participant has the opportunity to grow spiritually whilst they are
here. Venue – excellent; Speakers/teachers – fabulous; Teaching method – a
wonder.”
Jenni Tree (U.K.)
“Brilliant. A lot of hard work, much appreciated. Glad it all came good.
Dinesh – very good despite broken foot. Jayesh also, …”
Evelina Scerbo. (Egypt)
“No words are explicit enough to express the energy of this place! The knowledge,
teaching skills and above all the unique “Presence” of both teachers Dinesh and
Jayesh are awesome!
Please keep the Himalayan Sensation on,….”
Martin Zingg. (Switzerland)
Just one of the very best seminars I have ever attended. This overall statement
includes from the very first contact with the beautiful website, organization in
general, warm welcome, and accommodation and of course the fabulous teachers.
Really inspiring and enriching experience. Thank you very much. Would you like to
come again to the seminar? For sure
Maya Atanasova Ilieva Pencheva (Bugaria)
I’ve enjoyed every minute of my stay in Naggar. I’m very impressed by both
teachers – Dr. Dinesh Chauhan and Dr. Jayesh Shah. I feel so inspired to study
more homeopathy. It was also a self-transforming journey for me. The yoga and
meditation, the Bhajan singing in the evening, the concerts, everything was just
perfect. Thank you so much for giving me the opportunity to become part of this
SENSATIONAL experience!!
Anick Bossy (France)
GREAT!!!
First I was amazed by the way Dinesh was dealing with children. Then what Jayesh
is doing. It is like jumping from an airplane without a parachute and you find yourself
flying.
The journey of the sensation method seems to be at its highest point. But it has
been so at each step. I want to thank Rebecca and her team for all they did to make
us feel good, to help us find or understand what we needed. For the chants in the
evening, for the fantastic Indian musicians etc.
Barbara Lowry (USA)
It was astounding. I loved every minute. Enlightening homeopathically, culturally
and personally for me.
An amazing space and time was created for the group of us to come together to
share and learn so much about Homeopathy and each other. It was truly a
wonderful and eye-opening experience for me on so many levels. I can't wait to
come back in 2012.

Sue Haynes (Australia)
Wonderful!! A gentle exploration of the subtleties of case taking without the strain.
Both (teachers) are masters in their trade. And such a magical place with healing
properties for everyone.

Doug Brown Dancing with Rahi

Kris celebrating her Birthday with participants

Sharing at the Tea Break

Dr. Dinesh Chauhan with participants

Dr. Jayesh Shah with Doug Brown

Doug Brown (USA)
This seminar has been boundary-breaking and horizon-expanding. It has been the best
homeopathic seminar I have ever attended.
Dinesh has provided a thorough reproducible, teachable system of case-taking, and
deepened the process of case-taking to one of case witnessing. He is a beautiful
person and a superb teacher.
Jayesh then consistently demonstrated how healing can transpire during the casewitnessing process.

Marina Braun (USA)
This was a fantastic seminar. Very well organized. I think Dinesh was
excellent, I had never seen him prior and his teaching skills were very
precise. Jayesh is just amazing. ..Thank you all for your hard work, it was
clear that your heart and souls were in it.
Jean-Luc (Belgium)
Mind-blowing, devastating, thrilling experience. A true journey into the
ocean of awareness where things become so easy.
Venue: grea; Speakers: dedicated; Organization: “Impeccable”.
Price range: worth every penny.
Pierrette Gengoux (France)
It was a place to integrate my knowledge, to understand why I do this type
of homeopathy. The wonderful atmosphere of the seminar, the perfect
organization, all what was available to the participants, the quiet
responsibility of the organizers, their kindness, the participation of the
participants – few in number in a little village.
The teaching and the intervention of the participants was on a high level.
Anna Koller-Wilmking (Germany)
This was the one of the best seminars that I ever attended. It was just first
quality in every aspect. The teachers were just great, caring, loving. The
organization team couldn’t do any better. Thank you.
Lies Van Den Assum (Holland)
I want to thank you for all the work you have done to make the second
Sensation seminar a big success again. This time it was a different
experience for me from last year, I was more open/receptive. It was a nice
group. The tent was wonderful; it gave beautiful atmosphere, more warm
and intimate.
Sil (New Zealand)
The organization was amazing. Rebecca has done a fantastic job and I
can see how hard she is dealing with 50 egos/people, it is a hard job.
Speakers and video: Perfect.
Dinesh: I like his case taking and system to get to the center. He helps us
to find the center really easily.
Jayesh: Awesome case taking, I like the intuition. Good presentation skills.

Fons Vanderleyden (Belgium) (sent by email 1 week after the seminar)
Thank you so much for this wonderful experience. I am so happy that I
could attend this unique seminar. Something that will always remain in
my mind are the meditations with Rebecca. I enjoyed the whole seminar
and the combination of our two masters is really good. My meditation
case-taking is softer and need at some times maybe more deeper
inquiring.... but I learned more about passive case-taking... and specially
the heart connection... giving a shift to deeper awareness !
Namaste

Richenda, Rebecca, Dinesh and Urvi Chauhan, Tasneem and Karre (From Left to Right)

